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Abstract

Multiscale error di�usion is superior to conventional error di�usion methods in digital

halftoning as it can eliminate directional hysteresis completely� However� there is a bias to

favor a particular type of dots in the course of the halftoning process� In this paper� a new

multiscale error di�usion method is proposed to improve the di�usion performance by reducing

the aforementioned bias� The proposed method can eliminate the pattern noise in �at regions

and the boundary e�ect found in some other conventional multiscale error di�usion methods�

At the same time� it can preserve the local features of the input image in the output� This is

critical to the quality especially when the resolution of the output is limited by the physical

constraints of the display unit�

Keywords� error di�usion� halftoning� directional hysteresis� multiscale processing� feature

preserving� boundary e�ect� pattern artifact� quantization
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� Introduction

Digital halftoning is a process that uses bilevel pixels �black and white pixels� to simulate a

gray�scale image on a bilevel output device� There are many methods to implement digital

halftoning �������	�� Among them� error di�usion is one of the most popular methods to generate

halftone images nowadays as it can produce images of good quality at a reasonable cost� How�

ever� as quantization error is di�used to a pre�de�ned direction with a causal �lter during the

halftoning process� conventional error di�usion algorithms introduce directional hysteresis to the

output halftones� Various modi�cations to the original error di�usion algorithm ��� have been

proposed to reduce this problem� Their approaches include using longer error di�usion �lters����

using nonraster scans �	��
����� postprocessing the input��� and exploiting threshold modulation

����������� However� though most of them can e�ectively reduce directional hysteresis to a certain

extent� none of these approaches can root directional hysteresis out as causal di�usion �lters are

still used� They just try to hide directional hysteresis by averaging the di�used error components

in a local region out to zero� From this point of view� Peli�s approach ���� is a bit better as no

directional error di�usion is involved in its realization� It iteratively modi�es selected binarized

pixels to reduce the weighted averaged error of local regions�

Recently� an error di�usion algorithm has been proposed by Katsavounidis and Kuo�����

This algorithm exploits multiscale error di�usion technique and forms another approach to tackle

directional hysteresis� This technique is superior to conventional error di�usion methods such as

��� in a way that no sequential predetermined order is required for error di�usion� Accordingly�

non�causal �lters can be used in di�using quantization error to avoid directional hysteresis� This

algorithm was improved by Chan to reduce the boundary e�ect and the pattern noise appeared

in its di�usion output��	��

Both Katsavounidis and Kuo�s���� multiscale error di�usion and its improved version��	�

are basically realized with a two�step iterative algorithm as follows� Consider one wants to apply

digital halftoning to a gray�level input image X whose values are within ����� to obtain an output

binary image B� Without loss of generality� it can be assumed that they are of size �k��k each�

where k is a positive integer� At the very beginning� an error image E is initialized to be X�
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Then the positions of the white dots in the output image B are determined and the error image

E is updated iteratively� At each iteration� a white dot �value��� is �rst introduced at one

location of the output image B� The location is chosen in a greedy way based on the current

E� Then the error at that position is di�used to the neighbors of that pixel with a noncausal

di�usion �lter to update the error image E� These procedures are repeated until the sum of all

elements of E is bounded in absolute value by ���� This forms the framework of the multiscale

error di�usion technique�

An interesting observation we have had is that� in this multiscale error di�usion technique�

no matter whether ���� or ��	� is concerned� the major activity is to assign white dots to B�

Black dots in B are passively assigned during the process� They are only the dots left behind

after assigning the white dots and have no say to determine their positions� This implies that

the di�usion technique favors bright area or bright features� Conceptually� such a bias should

be avoided� Dark area is not necessarily less important� At least dark features in bright regions

are as important as bright features in dark regions�

Another observation we have had is that� in a bright region� the positions of black dots

are more critical than that of white dots� Minority dots are generally more outstanding in a

region and hence they should be used to highlight the local features in the region� Accordingly�

in a bright region� black dots instead of white dots should be handled �rst due to their higher

priority� Similar consideration should be made when handling a dark region� In this case� white

dots should be of higher priority�

Figure � shows how assigning di�erent types of dots in di�erent scenarios a�ects the

di�usion results of ���� and ��	�� The original image shown in Figure �a is a bright image the

average intensity level of which is ���	
������� Black dots are the minority� Figures �b and �c

show� respectively� the results of iteratively assigning black dots and white dots to the output

image with Katsavounidis�s algorithm����� As the original algorithm of ���� assigns white dots

only� to obtain the simulation result of assigning black dots� we halftoned the negative image

of the original image with the algorithm and then produced the negative image of the result�

Note that this is equivalent to the result of iteratively assigning black dots to the output image

	



with the algorithm� One can see that the contour of the heart is broken into pieces of dotted

line segments in Figure �c but it is in a good shape in Figure �b� Similar case happens in

Figures �d and �e which show the results of using Chan�s algorithm� These examples show that

minority dots are more important in a halftoned output and they should be handled �rst when

this multiscale error di�usion technique is exploited�

In this paper� based on the idea we have presented� a new di�usion algorithm is proposed

to improve the multiscale error di�usion technique by reducing the bias to a particular type of

dots and preserving the features in a particular region of the image in the output to a certain

extent� A simple trick is also presented in this paper to reduce the boundary e�ect introduced

in Katsavounidis�s algorithm�����

� Algorithm

Our proposed algorithm is a two�step iterative algorithm as well� First of all� the default type

of dots used in the halftoning process is determined� The total energy of the image is estimated

to determine how many white dots one has to introduce during the halftoning process� If it is

more than half of the total number of pixels� it is better to introduce black dots instead of white

dots so as to reduce the realization e�ort� Black dots will be used as the default type of dots

in this case� Otherwise� white dots will be used by default� Here� without losing the generality�

that white dots are the default is assumed� If it is the opposite� one can invert X before carrying

out the proposed algorithm and invert the output at the end� In this paper� inverting an image

means replacing the image with its negative image�

An error image E is initialized to be X at the beginning� Note that we assume white dots

are the default type of dots� If this is not the case� X should have been inverted and the X we

are now referring to is actually the negative image of the original E� Dots� either black or white�

are then assigned to appropriate locations of the output image B one by one and E is updated

iteratively� Basically� there are two steps at each iteration� These steps are repeated until the

sum of all elements of E is bounded in absolute value by ���� The details of the two steps are

as follows�
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Step �� Determine the right location of a new dot�

At the beginning of each iteration� that a white dot is to be introduced in the iteration

is assumed� Note that this assumption is based on the default type of dots which has been

selected� In contrast to conventional multiscale error di�usion algorithms� the location where

a new white dot should be introduced is determined via the �extreme error intensity guidance�

instead of the �maximum error intensity guidance��

The process starts with the error image E as the region of interest� Then the region of

interest is divided into subregions and the subregion with the largest sum of its all elements is

selected to be the new region of interest� This step is repeated until a particular subregion of

a particular size is reached� Then� whether the average energy of E in that subregion is larger

than ��� is investigated� If the criterion is satis�ed� the subregion will be declared to be a bright

region� In this case� if the number of black dots introduced to the region does not exceed the

total number of black dots should be introduced� the dot to be introduced should be changed

to a black one in this iteration� This can be realized by inverting the active elements of E in

the corresponding subregion with ei�j���ei�j � where ei�j denotes the value of the pixel of E at

location �i�j�� Active elements are those elements whose corresponding elements in B have not

yet been assigned a dot�

After making the decision and working accordingly� the aforementioned division procedure

is repeated as before until a particular pixel location is reached� Note� even though the region

with the largest sum of its all elements is always selected� it is not following the �maximum error

intensity guidance� as the active elements of E may be inverted in the course� It is actually

following the �minimum error intensity guidance� when they are inverted�

In Katsavounidis�s approach ����� a region of interest is partitioned into � non�overlapped

subregions to locate the next region of interest� At a particular scale� the borders of regions

are �xed� which restricts how to locate the next region of interest to a certain extent� In other

words� boundary e�ect exists� Chan solved this problem by overlapping subregions��	��

A simple trick is introduced in the proposed algorithm to reduce this e�ect� Before realizing
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the proposed two�step algorithm� an ��pixel frame of value � and an ��pixel frame of value � are�

respectively� added to E and B �rst� At each iteration� the size of the starting region of interest

remains to be that of the original E but the region is shifted by a random o�set �xoff � yoff��

where xoff and yoff � ��������� By doing so� the borders of regions vary at di�erent iterations

and hence the boundary e�ect can be reduced� After all dots are assigned� the frame of B is

removed to get the �nal halftoned output�

Step �� Update error image E�

After locating the right pixel position� a dot is assigned to it� The dot could be a white

dot or a black dot and it depends on the decision made in step �� Here� it is assumed that a

white dot is assigned to the selected position� say� �m�n�� by making bm�n�� and a noncausal

di�usion �lter with a support window � � f�x� y�j � � jxj� jyj � half window sizeg is used�

Let ei�j and bi�j be respectively the values of the pixels of E and B at location �i�j� after the dot

assignment but before the error di�usion� Then� after the error di�usion� the new value of ei�j �

say e�i�j � is assigned to be

e�i�j �

�
� if �i� j� � �m�n�

ei�j � wi�m�j�n
�bi�j��� em�n��s else

���

where wu�v �s are the �lter weights� �bi�j � �� bi�j � and

s �
X

�i�m�j�n���

wi�m�j�n � �bi�j ���

Note this assignment causes no error leakage in the error di�usion and the algorithm works with

any choice of �lter� producing di�erent results� In the case when s��� a �lter with a larger

support window should be exploited to make s �� � and keep the algorithm work�

In Katsavounidis�s approach ����� quantization error at �m�n� will be di�used to its neigh�

bors even though they are already assigned to be white dots� This amount of error will then be

stored in these locations forever and will not contribute to the following quantization and di�u�

sion stages� This e�ect results in an uneven error image E at the end and makes the introduced






dots not properly distributed in a local region� The proposed approach can obviously solve this

problem�

If the dot to be assigned to the position is a black one� the same procedures for assigning

a white dot can still be exploited� Since the active elements of E were inverted earlier in this

case� carrying out the same procedures is actually equivalent to assigning a black dot to the

position as long as an adjustment is performed afterwards� Speci�cally� the adjustment is made

by inverting the active elements of the updated E in the concerned subregion with ei�j���ei�j

and inverting bm�n back to zero after performing the procedures described above�

� Simulation results

Simulations have been carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm� First

of all� we compare the performance of various algorithms which try to tackle directional hystere�

sis with di�erent approaches� The selected algorithms cover all kinds of approaches and Figure

� shows their simulation results� In realizing Katsavounidis�s����� Chan�s��	� and the proposed

algorithm� the 	�	 non�causal di�usion �lter used in ���� was used� However� when s�� hap�

pened in realizing Chan�s and the proposed algorithms� the size of the �lter used was adjusted

as described earlier� In the realization of the proposed algorithm� the decision of introducing a

white dot or a black dot is made when the region of interest is of size �
��
�

Figure �b shows the performance of standard error di�usion���� The original image is the

ramp image shown in Figure �a� The di�usion starts from the left upper corner of the image�

The artifacts caused by directional hysteresis is obvious in Figure �b� which can be identi�ed

by the virtual arcs formed by connecting the front�line minority dots in the upper corner of the

output� The directional di�usion of quantization error di�uses the error to the next line and

hence� when the next line is processed� it will be sooner for the accumulated error to be larger

than the threshold so as to produce a minority dot� This causes a corresponding directional

shift of minority dots even though the energy distribution of each row is identical�

These virtual arcs can also be found in Figures �c� �d� �g and �h� This implies that
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using a longer error di�usion �lter���� using a serpentine scan�
� and using threshold modulation

������ are not able to eliminate directional hysteresis� These approaches can handle directional

hysteresis along the rows� but they cannot handle downward hysteresis�

Me�se�s dot di�usion�	� and Kumar�s post�processing approach��� can handle vertical hys�

teresis to a certain extent and hence the virtual arcs disappear in Figures �e and �f� Me�se�s

algorithm divides the input into a number of blocks and then processes the pixels of each block

in a prede�ned order� As a result� periodic patterns appear in Figure �e� One can see that

there are pairs of �eyes� located at g� ���
� ����� ����� ��� and ����� The �
��
 class matrix

suggested in Table IV of ��� was used in the simulation and hence the 	����
 halftone output

shows two complete cycles along the vertical direction� Kumar�s algorithm��� di�uses the inter�

mediate output in di�erent directions iteratively so as to remove directional hysteresis� Every

single iteration corresponds to a halftoning process of the image and introduces some noise to

the image� The more the number of iterations� the more the image is degraded�

Katsavounidis�s���� algorithm exploits multiscale error di�usion� Theoretically� multiscale

error di�usion is superior to other approaches in removing directional hysteresis as it can elim�

inate it completely� The regular shift of minority dots caused by directional error di�usion

cannot be found in Figure �j� From Figure �j� one can see that dots are uniformly distributed

according to the gray level of each column of pixels� However� as the error di�usion is not biased

to a particular direction� regular dot patterns are everywhere when the input is a uniformly

distributed pattern such as Figure �a� Peli�s multiscale processing algorithm���� removes the

pattern noise by introducing some random disturbance� However� simulation result shows that

there is a visible step change at g����� as shown in Figure �i�

Figure �k shows the simulation result of the proposed algorithm� Like Katsavounidis�s

algorithm� as multiscale error di�usion technique is used� there is no directional hysteresis� As

compared with Figure �j� the pattern noise is removed�

Figure 	 shows some other simulation results for evaluating the feature preserving per�

formance of the proposed algorithm as compared with other algorithms� Though the feature

preserving performance of multiscale error di�usion is the concern in the paper� we purposely
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include the results of some other halftoning algorithms for reference� The pictures in Figure

	 are actually the halftoning results of image Ceiling� Figures 	b shows the edges detected in

the original shown in Figure 	a and can be used as a reference to compare the performance of

various algorithms� Form Figure 	a� one can see that there are strips on the ceiling and there are

white lines on the edges of each strip� These white lines are missing in Figures 	d� 	e� 	f� 	j and

	k� but they are highly visible in the results of the proposed algorithm and Chan�s algorithm

as shown in Figures 	c and 	l respectively� Figure 	i shows Katsavounidis�s result� Some white

lines are missing and the �virtual� edges of the �rst and the second strips from the top of the

image are not as straight as those in Figure 	c� Performance of ��	� is very close to that of the

proposed algorithm� but one can still tell their di�erence when comparing the di�usion results

of the canopy of the chandelier on the left of the image� One can tell from Figure 	c that the

canopy is cone�shaped but it is impossible with Figure 	l� One can also compare the corre�

sponding region in Figure 	b to �nd that Figure 	c can report the canopy in a more faithfully

way� The algorithm proposed in ��� is an iterative algorithm� The output of the standard error

di�usion��� was used as its initial estimate in the simulation� By using Figure 	b as a reference�

one can see that the canopy of the chandelier on the right of the image and the �rst corbel on

the left of the image are missing in Figure 	g while they are reported in Figure 	c�

Features of an image are not limited to edges� The smoothness of �at regions is also an

important feature in an image� Figure � shows the di�usion results of di�erent algorithms when

they are used to process a �at gray�level image of intensity level ��
��� � One can see that there is

serious pattern noise in Figure �a� As Katsavounidis�s algorithm partitions a region into non�

overlapped subregions in a �xed manner� it results in a �xed dot assignment pattern and hence

pattern noise is unavoidable in a �at region� The proposed algorithm can solve this problem�

In the realization of the proposed algorithm� the region of interest can be divided into

� overlapped subregions instead of � non�overlapped subregions to locate the next region of

interest at a particular scale as in ��	�� Figures �b and �c� respectively� show the case of using

the ��to�� scheme and that of using the ��to�� scheme� Theoretically speaking� the proposed

algorithm works better with the ��to�� scheme as it is less restricted� However� simulation results

show that the visible di�erence is very small� The proposed algorithm removes boundary e�ect
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by shifting the window used to de�ne a region of interest instead of overlapping subregions as in

��	�� This would be an advantage as it handles fewer regions at a time and in turns reduces the

complexity� The complexity of the proposed algorithm is more or less the same as that of �����

As parallel processing is allowed in its realization� real�time halftoning can be achieved with the

processed algorithm�

As compared with Figures �b and �c� Figure �d looks like a rough surface that is full of

defects� It appears that black holes of large size are everywhere� The appearance of Figures �e

and �f is better� but it is not as �ne as Figures �c and �d� The size of the apparent black holes

scattered over Figures �e and �f is somewhat larger than that scattered over Figures �c and �d�

� Conclusions

In this paper� the performance of various halftoning algorithms proposed for removing direc�

tional hysteresis is evaluated� It is found that multiscale error di�usion can e�ectively eliminate

directional hysteresis with a non�causal di�usion �lter� A new digital halftoning algorithm based

on multiscale error di�usion is also proposed in this paper� In contrast to ���� and ��	�� the �ex�

treme error intensity guidance� principle is adopted� This reduces the bias to bright areas and

preserves the local features in the image� Besides� the proposed algorithm can e�ectively remove

the boundary e�ect and the pattern noise introduced by �����

As a remark� we would like to note here that the proposed algorithm preserves the local

features of the image by putting minority dots in right positions during halftoning� The features

are not highlighted by enhancing the edges before halftoning the original image� Obviously�

preprocessing distorts the original and introduces noise to the image� Edge enhancement also

leads to disturbance to the intensity of the original� It usually changes the average intensity of

the original and hence the ratio of black�to�white dots in the output� This does not happen in

our case�

Some algorithms may enhance edges via adjusting some tuning parameters to make the

thresholding process more sensitive to the intensity di�erence between adjacent pixels along the
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scan� To a certain extent� one can consider this as embedding image enhancement in halftoning�

In our approach� no parameter is tuned for this purpose and the feature is preserved naturally�

After all� there is no tuning parameters for multiscale halftoning algorithms including ����� ����

and ��	� to enhance or preserve edges�

When the resolution of the processing image is high� whether the minority dots can be

located in the critical positions to show local features of an image may not be so critical as dots

are eventually �ltered by the eyes and their exact positions are fuzzy to the viewer� However�

when both the original and the output halftone are of limited resolution� say ������� dots� this

is a critical matter as dots can be visible at the viewing distance� This case is not uncommon

when a user views images with a small display unit such as a mobile phone or a handheld device�
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Figure captions�

Figure �� �a�� Original image heart�
�b�� Di�usion result of ���� by assigning black dots�
�c�� Di�usion result of ���� by assigning white dots�
�d�� Di�usion result of ��	� by assigning black dots�
�e�� Di�usion result of ��	� by assigning white dots�

Figure �� �a�� Original ramp image�
�b�� Di�usion result of ����
�c�� Di�usion result of ����
�d�� Di�usion result of �
��
�e�� Di�usion result of �	��
�f�� Di�usion result of ����
�g�� Di�usion result of ����
�h�� Di�usion result of ����
�i�� Di�usion result of �����
�j�� Di�usion result of �����
�k�� Di�usion result of the proposed algorithm�

Figure 	� �a�� Original image�
�b�� Edges detected in �a��
�c���l�� Di�usion results of

�c� the proposed algorithm�
�d� ����
�e� �
��
�f� �	��
�g� ����
�h� ����
�i� �����
�j� ����
�k� ���� and
�l� ��	��

Figure �� Di�usion results of a �at image of gray level ��
���

�a�� Katsavounidis�s algorithm �����
�b�� proposed algorithm with the ��to�� division scheme�
�c�� proposed algorithm with the ��to�� division scheme�
�d�� Peli�s algorithm �����
�e�� Chan�s algorithm ��	� and
�f�� Kumar�s algorithm ����
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�a� �b� �c�

�d� �e�

Figure �� �a�� Original image heart� �b�� Di�usion result of ���� by assigning black dots� �c��
Di�usion result of ���� by assigning white dots� �d�� Di�usion result of ��	� by assigning black
dots and �e�� Di�usion result of ��	� by assigning white dots�
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�a�

�b�

�c�

�d�

�e�

�f�

�g�

�h�

�i�

�j�

�k�

Figure �� �a�� Original ramp image� �b�� Di�usion result of ���� �c�� Di�usion result of ���� �d��
Di�usion result of �
�� �e�� Di�usion result of �	�� �f�� Di�usion result of ���� �g�� Di�usion result
of ���� �h�� Di�usion result of ���� �i�� Di�usion result of ����� �j�� Di�usion result of ����� �k��
Di�usion result of the proposed algorithm�
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�a� �b� �c�

�d� �e� �f�

�g� �h� �i�

�j� �k� �l�

Figure 	� �a�� Original image� �b�� Edges detected in �a�� �c���l�� Di�usion results of �c� the
proposed algorithm� �d� ���� �e� �
�� �f� �	�� �g� ���� �h� ���� �i� ����� �j� ���� �k� ���� and �l� ��	��
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�a� �d�

�b� �e�

�c� �f�

Figure �� Di�usion results of a �at image of gray level ��
��� �a�� Katsavounidis�s algorithm �����

�b�� proposed algorithm with the ��to�� division scheme� �c�� proposed algorithm with the ��
to�� division scheme� �d�� Peli�s algorithm ����� �e�� Chan�s algorithm ��	� and �f�� Kumar�s
algorithm ����
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